and Section 6 below.
There are several sources for the various properties of the Bessel capacities, the associated nonlinear potentials, and the use of the (o,p)-fine topologies in analysis. We refer the reader e.g. to [AH] , [ALj, [AM] , [Hed] , [HW] , [M1-2] , [MK] , and [R2] . See also [F1] . However, topological properties of (o,p)-fine topologies are not yet thoroughly investigated. In [AL] D.R. Adams and J.L. Lewis showed that for ap > L each (o,p) -finely open and (a,p)-finely connected set is arcwise connectedl the result is false if ap 1 1. Our main results in this paper assert that the (o, p)-fine topology is locally connected (provided ory > 7) and it obeys Doob,s quasi-Lindelöf principle: any collection of (cr,p) -finely open sets has a countable subcollection whose union differs from the union of the whole family only by a set of (o,p)-capacity zero. See Sections 2 and 3. In classical potential theory these two properties are proved using the balayage of measures, a tool which is not available in this nonlinear setting. In the linear situation these results are found in [F2] and [D] .
wb will also show that if ap) n -1, then an (a,p)-finely open set is finely connected, arcwise connected and euclidean connected at the same time, the assertion being false if ap I n-1. See Section 5. The case op ) n -1 thus resembles the classical plane case where this result is known [FB] , [GL] .
In the final section, Section 6, we appiy the aforementioned arcwise connectedness result for asymptotic paths of ,4-subharmonic functions. Bo,o(Gn,i,, n B/z)) < (2 -2-k) B-,e(T n BiQ)) where B/z): B(2,3'2-i-2). Then putting Tx: Tx-t, (n G*,i,, \ Pu) l'z we obtain (3.5) Bo,o(TonB/z)) <(2-2-\B*,e(TnB{z)) for every j : lr2r.'.r,t + 1 and z € Zi s\tce T*fiBx+t(z)CT*nPxCT.
The quasi-
To complete the proof write n-l* Uu(E nB(r)) > Il1,(llre1,r"rl) > c(n,p)r"-q where er : (1,0,...,0). Then (5.a) and (5.5) yield (5.6) B"',P(E n B(r)) > c(n,p) > o.
rn-aP
On the other hand, since E is (a,p)-thin at rs we can find an integer j6 such that for r : 2-j, i : io, Jo * 1,..., B",r(E n B(r)) ..
where c is the constant of (5.6). This proves the lemma. (1) U is (a,p)-finely connected.
(2) U is arcwise connected. (3) U is (euclidean) connected. Proof. The implication of (t)=+(Z) was proved in [AL, Corollary 2] for all ap > 1. Since (2) trivially implies (3) we need only to show that (3) implies (1). This, in turn, immediately follows from [LMZ, 5.4 ] and the next lemma. 5.9. Lemma. Let dp > n - 7 there is a coordinate path along which an entire ,,4-subharmonic function which is not bounded from above tends to infinity. However, due to Theorem 5.8, we are confined to the case p ) n-1.
Recall that the (1,p)-fine topology, 7 < p I n, is intimately connected to the (nonlinear) potential theory of " -subharmonic functions. More preciselg let ",4 : R' x R' --+ R' be a mapping which satisfies the usual assumptions of measurability, boundedness, ellipticity, coercivity and homogeneity (that is, the assumptions (2.1) -(2.5) in [HKM] or in [H] In [HKM] the ",4-fine topology ra was defined to be the coarsest topology in R" making all " -subharmonic functions in R" continuous. It was then shown in [HKM] that TA: T\,P' In effect, in [HKM] a seemingly different Wiener criterion was used, namely (6.2) (rn-ncaPr,p(EnB(*o,r),B(*,)2r))),/(p-t)+< However, this integral converges simultaneously with the integral in (1.1). For p < n this is an immediate consequence of (4.6) and for completeness we provide a proof in the case p : n (the fact that the two Wiener criteria coincide also when p: n is evidently part of the folklore). Thus, let p: n and define the capacity equivatrent to the Bt,n-capacity, cf. IAIvI] or [Hed] . We 6.3. Proposition. Let Here Bx * B(*,2-*).
(Cr,n(E ) Br,))'/(,"-1) < co. ) (cd,)C1,"(^9 n Bft).
Then the set ,9 is (t,n)-thin at r, contradicting Lemma 3.12. Thus d:0 and the proposition is proved.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let u be an .A-subharmonic function in R', unbounded from above. Then there is a number tro > 0 such that for each L ) Lo u is unbounded in the set K(x,L), where K(x,L) is the union of all continua which contain r and on which u is 2 -0, see [H,4.5 
